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+e world is facing a pandemic due to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), named as per the World Health Organization.
COVID-19 is caused by the virus called severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), which was initially
discovered in late December 2019 in Wuhan, China. Later, the virus had spread throughout the world within a few months.
COVID-19 has become a global health crisis because millions of people worldwide are affected by this fatal virus. Fever, dry cough,
and gastrointestinal problems are the most common signs of COVID-19.+e disease is highly contagious, and affected people can
easily spread the virus to those with whom they have close contact. +us, contact tracing is a suitable solution to prevent the virus
from spreading.+emethod of identifying all persons with whom a COVID-19-affected patient has come into contact in the last 2
weeks is called contact tracing. +is study presents an investigation of a convolutional neural network (CNN), which makes the
test faster and more reliable, to detect COVID-19 from chest X-ray (CXR) images. Because there are many studies in this field, the
designed model focuses on increasing the accuracy level and uses a transfer learning approach and a custom model. Pretrained
deep CNN models, such as VGG16, InceptionV3, MobileNetV2, and ResNet50, have been used for deep feature extraction. +e
performance measurement in this study was based on classification accuracy. +e results of this study indicate that deep learning
can recognize SARS-CoV-2 from CXR images. +e designed model provided 93% accuracy and 98% validation accuracy, and the
pretrained customized models such as MobileNetV2 obtained 97% accuracy, InceptionV3 obtained 98%, and VGG16 obtained
98% accuracy, respectively. Among these models, InceptionV3 has recorded the highest accuracy.

1. Introduction

+e current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pan-
demic is very lamentable because the second wave seems to
be more dangerous than the first wave. India is one of the
most affected countries in the second wave of severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). +e
USA and Brazil are also two vulnerable countries as they
have not recuperated from the first wave. On 26 April 2021,
the total number of infected people in India was 360,960 and
is increasing rapidly [1]. +is is distressing for Bangladesh
because of the close geographical location between these
countries, and the Indian variant of SARS-CoV-2 is more
dangerous than the other variants. +e virus is spreading
very fast and can be contracted at all ages, which can lead to

serious illness. As a highly contagious viral disease caused by
SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 has wreaked havoc on the world’s
demography, killing over 2.9million people globally, making
it the most significant global health epidemic since the 1918
influenza pandemic. Patients older than 60 years, as well as
those with medical problems, should be considered at a
higher risk of being infected by SARS-CoV-2 [2]. According
to the estimates of the World Health Organization, there are
approximately 167,011,807 COVID-19 cases worldwide [3].
When this virus attacks the human body, there may be two
scenarios: mild and severe. At the onset of the coronavirus
infection, one issue is certain: the virus has a negative effect
on lung health. As a result, doctors advise patients to keep
track of their oxygen levels with an oxygen meter so that any
abnormalities can be detected and treated early [4].
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Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are appropriate for
this type of problem [5].

+e virus normally attacks the lungs in the human body
and causes pneumonia in severe cases. Subsequently, it
decreases the oxygen level instantly. Because this virus has
no cure thus far, the only solution before a vaccine is to
prevent the spread of the virus. +erefore, tests and trace is
the only solution thus far. Normally, the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) test is widely used in medical science for
testing. However, because the number of cases is increasing
rapidly, it has become nearly impossible to perform enough
tests through PCR, as it is time-consuming and costly.
+erefore, an alternative testing is required so that infected
people can be identified quickly and quarantined or isolated.
To date, some deep learning approaches have been used to
identify viruses. However, the results of these deep learning
techniques are not sufficient to deal with a medical-related
diagnosis system.

COVID-Net, a deep CNN architecture built from chest
X-ray (CXR) images for the detection of COVID-19, was
introduced in [6]. A research [7] was conducted to classify
CXR images into three groups: a transfer learning-based
CNN model was used for COVID-19, non-COVID-19, and
regular pneumonia. +e authors reported that the CNN-
based computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) method yielded an
overall precision of 94.5%. In [8], a model based on the
auxiliary classifier generative adversarial network, called
CovidGAN, was created. +ey added synthetic images
created by the CovidGAN. +e accuracy was increased to
95%. In [9], to minimise complexity and increase memory
efficiency, the authors used iterative pruning. Combining
modality-specific information transfer, iterative model
pruning, and ensemble learning, they realised an enhanced
prediction. In [10], the goal is to develop an automated
deep transfer learning-based technique for detecting
COVID-19 infection using the extreme version of the
Inception model, with 95% accuracy in InceptionV3. +e
authors in [11] constructed DRE-Net and used ResNet50 as
a pretraining model, which is based on MobileNetV2. To
extract image details, they used feature pyramid networks.
+is study was based on image data augmentation. +e
authors in [12] used AlexNet and GoogLeNet, and two
separate DCNNs were used to classify the images as having
pulmonary manifestations: tuberculosis or healthy. In [13],
five different types of pretrained models were used for the
detection of coronavirus-infected patients using chest
X-ray radiographs: InceptionV3, Inception-ResNetV2,
ResNet152, ResNet50, and ResNet101. In [14], they pro-
posed a classification model that was analysed by VGG16
with an accuracy of 95.9%, whereas in [15], the authors
used MobileNetV2 for different data sets along with
VGG19, where 97.40% accuracy was obtained in Mobile-
NetV2. Further, fine-tuned ResNet50 has 92% accuracy in
the study by Ismael and Şengür [16].

Most studies obtained an accuracy of approximately
90%. Conversely, the present paper study used some pre-
trained models, that is, ImageNetV2 with customization
yielded 98% accuracy and validation accuracy of 97%;
VGG16, accuracy of 98% and validation accuracy of 98%;

ResNet50, accuracy of 88% and validation accuracy of 91%;
and InceptionV3, accuracy of 98% and validation accuracy
of 99%. +e designed custom CNN model obtained 97%
accuracy and 97% validation accuracy. Clearly, the accuracy
percentage of the models used in this study is higher than
those of previous studies, making the models in the current
study more reliable. +eir robustness has been verified
through multiple model comparisons, and the scheme can
be drawn through the study analysis.

+is paper describes a deep learning approach for
identifying SARS-CoV-2-infected patients. In the classifi-
cation, feature extraction in the CNNmodel can be achieved
with high performance. Filter-based feature extraction is
used in the CNN model, which can be effective for classi-
fication. CNNs can classify images with complex identities.
A large number of weight parameters can be reduced using
the CNN architecture. Considering these facts, this paper
proposes different CNN architectures to detect COVID-19
[17], specifically using and CT scan images. In this study,
CXR images have been used as a sample dataset because
X-ray equipment is low cost and time-efficient, as well as
small and available in almost every clinic. +erefore, fewer
developing countries can benefit from this research. +is
system will help detect coronavirus from CXR images within
the shortest possible time. One of the most common ra-
diological tests is chest radiography. CXR analysis involves
the detection and localization of thoracic illnesses. +is will
reduce the pressure on PCR testing, which is costly and time-
consuming. False negatives was a common issue in PCR tests
results, which is not helpful for the current situation. If we
can develop a model with very high accuracy, false result
problems can be resolved. If this test could be introduced,
more people could be tested in a short time, and thus the
spread could be decreased significantly.

+e remainder of the paper is organised as follows. +e
materials and procedures are covered in Section 2, Section 3
presents the findings and analyses, and finally, in Section 4,
the conclusions are presented.

2. Methods and Materials

+e dataset was obtained from the open source Kaggle and
GitHub and then merged to prepare a suitable dataset. +e
dataset contained CXR images of normal patients and pa-
tients with COVID-19. A CNN was used for feature ex-
traction. +e model has four Conv2D layers, three
MaxPooling 2D layers, one flattened layer, two dense layers,
and a rectified linear unit activation function.+e final dense
layer, softmax, was used as the activation function.

In this study, transfer learning is also used so that the
accuracy of the designedmodel can be compared with that of
the pretrained model. For pretrained models, MobileNetV2,
VGG16, Resnet50, and InceptionV3 were used with some
modifications in the final layers, and a head model from the
base model. +e customized final layers are average pooling,
flattening, dense, and dropout. +e CNN model is suitable
for image feature extraction as it extracts the features of
given images and learns and differentiates the images from
these features.
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2.1.Materials and Tools. Python was the ideal programming
language for data analysis. Deep learning-based challenges
are particularly effective with Python programming because
of Python’s large library access. To utilise a personal GPU for
dataset preprocessing, Anaconda Navigator and Jupyter
Notebook were used, as well as Google Colab, to handle large
datasets and model training online. +ey were also used to
save all data, code, and work so that it can be retrieved from
any GPU using GitHub. Because GitHub has a tracking
system for teamwork and code management, it is also
suitable for teamwork.

2.2. Dataset Description. +e dataset used included images
of CXR of two classes. One class holds CXR images of
COVID-19 patients, and the other holds CXR images of
normal patients. +ese classes were divided into two sub-
classes. One of them is a training set, and the other is a
validation set. +e dataset contained 2541 images [18]. In
this study, the dataset was split into training and test sets,
with a percentage of 75% of the training data and 25% of the
test data. Data augmentation has been used to increase the
diversity of the data without collecting new data. Figures 1
and 2 show the CXR images of a COVID-19 patient and a
normal patient, respectively.

Figure 1 shows a SARS-CoV-2-affected CXR image, and
Figure 2 shows a normal CXR image. +e height and width
of the images in the dataset were initially different from each
other. +e shapes of the images were fixed in the model.

2.3. Block Diagram. In the block diagram of Figure 3, the
input is given as a CXR image of a dataset, which has two
subsections: COVID-19 patients and normal patients. Be-
fore fitting the model, this system underwent preprocessing,
such as loading images of a particular size, splitting dataset,
and data augmentation techniques. Fitting the model and
fine-tuning provided a better accuracy. Plotting the con-
fusion matrix, model loss, and model accuracy helped show
how loss and accuracy change over time. Finally, in the
output section, if the user provides an image as an input
model, we can predict whether it is an image of a COVID-19
patient.

In the block diagram, the overall system is provided in
the simplest manner. +e decision part of this system is
crucial and plays a vital role in this study. +e decision is
mainly based on the model, which is trained with a large
amount of data that are extracted from CXR images.

2.4. System Architecture. +e system architecture is an
overview of the entire system. In this architecture, the input
is a CXR image, and the output is a prediction of the image.
In this case, it will predict whether the image is COVID-19
affected. +e input shape is 224× 224, and there are three
channels. In the first two layers of the designed architecture,
the filter size is 32 with padding, kernel size of 3, and ac-
tivation function as ReLU. +ereafter, there is the first
maxpooling layer, which has a pool size of 2 and strides of 2.
+e following layer is a flat layer that converts pooled

features into a single column. Finally, two dense layers were
formed. +e first one has ReLU as an activation function,
and the least dense layer’s activation function is softmax.
After preprocessing, the features enter the network. Figure 4
shows the bird’s view of the architecture.

2.4.1. Convolutional Layer. +e convolutional layer is the
basic layer of the CNN. +is is accountable for determining
the design characteristics. +e input picture is passed
through a filter in this layer. +e function map is obtained
from the output of the same filters by convolution operation.

+e multiplication of sets of weights with the input is
performed by a convolution operation. A filter consists of a
two-dimensional collection of weights multiplied by an array
of input data. A dot product is a type of multiplication that is
applied between a filter-sized patch of the input and the
filter, which results in a single value. +is product is applied
between the filter-sized patch of the input and the filter. +e
filter is smaller than the input, and the same filter is used to
multiply the input from different points. +e filter is
designed as a special technique to identify specific types of
features as it systematically covers the entire image.

Assume that the NN input is V ∈ RA×B, where A denotes
the number of features that indicate an input frequency band
and B denotes the total number of input frequency bands.

Figure 1: X-ray image of a COVID-19 patient.

Figure 2: X-ray image of a normal patient.
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+e size of the filter bank function vector is represented by B
in the case of filter bank features. Assume that
v � v1 v2 · · · vB , where vB denotes the function vector
for band b. +e activations of the convolution layer can be
calculated as

hj,k � θ 
s

b�1
w

T
b,jvb+k−1 + aj

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (1)

where hj,k is the jth feature map’s convolution layer output
of the convolution layer band of kth, s indicates the filter
scale, wb,j indicates the weight vector for the jth filter’s b th
band, aj is the jth feature map’s bias, and (x) represents the
activation function [19].

2.4.2. Pooling Layer. +e pooling layer summarizes the
presence of features by facilitating the downsampling fea-
tures. It is normally applied after a convolution layer and has
some spatial invariance. Two popular pooling methods,
average pooling and max pooling, summarize the average

presence of a function, and the most activated presence of a
function [20].

In fact, the pooling layer deletes the unnecessary features
from the images and makes the image literate. In average
pooling, the layer averages the value of its current view every
time. When using maxpooling, the layer selects the maxi-
mum value from the filter’s current view each time. By using
the matrix size specified in each feature map, the max-
pooling technique selects only the maximum value, resulting
in reduced output neurons. +us, the size of the image
becomes very small, but the scenario remains the same. A
pooling layer is important for reducing the number of
feature maps and network parameters, and a dropout layer is
used to prevent overfitting.

+e activation of max pooling can be calculated as
follows:

pj,m � maxr
k�1 hj,(m−1)(n+k) , (2)

where pj,m is the performance of the pooling layer of the jth
function map and the mth pooling layer band, n is the
subsampling factor, r is the pooling scale which is the

Datasets

Pre-ProcessInput

Fine tune

Post-ProcessModel &
Decision Unit Output

Chest X-ray Images Covid or Noramal

Figure 3: Block diagram of the system.

Input Image Convolution Layer Maxpooling Layer Flatten Layer
Input Layer Hidden Layers Output

64×64×32

224×224

32×32×28
16×16×8

Figure 4: System architecture.
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number of bands to be pooled together, and n is the sub-
sampling factor.

2.4.3. Flattened Layer. +e flattened layer is used to convert
data from the matrix into a one-dimensional array for use in
the fully connected layer and to create a single one-di-
mensional feature that is both long and narrow. Flattening
vectors are an option. Finally, it connects the single vector to
the final classification model, which is also known as a fully
connected layer [21]. All pixel data are given in one and
connect with fully connected layers. Flattening and fully
connected layers are the last few steps of the CNN. It is
prepared for the next fully linked layer of picture catego-
rization by converting it into a one-dimensional array.

2.4.4. Fully Connected Layer. CNNs rely mostly on fully
connected layers, which have proven to be quite useful in
computer vision image recognition and classification.
Convolution and pooling are the starting levels of the CNN
process, which breaks down the image into attributes and
analyses them separately [22].

In a fully connected layer, each input is connected to all
neurons, and the inputs are flattened. +e ReLU activation
function is commonly used as a fully connected layer. +e
softmax activation function was used to predict the output
images in the last layer of the fully connected layer. +e
convolutional neural network architecture uses a fully
connected layer. +ese are the last few layers and important
layers of the convolutional neural network.

2.4.5. Pretrained Models. +e scarcity of medical data or
datasets is one of the greatest challenges for researchers in
medical-related research, and data are one of the most
crucial components of deep learning approaches. Data
analysis and labelling are both costly and time consuming.
Transfer learning provides the advantage of avoiding the
requirement for large datasets. +e calculations become
lower and less costly. Transfer learning is a method in which
the pretrained model, which is trained on a large dataset, is
transferred to the new model that needs to be trained, in-
cluding new data that are relatively smaller than required.
For a certain task, this process initialized the training of the
CNNwith a small dataset, including a large-scale dataset that
was already trained in the pretrained models [15].

+ree CNN-based pretrained models were used to
classify CXR images in this investigation. +ese applied
models are MobileNet_V2, VGG16, and InceptionV3. +e
CXR images were of two classes. One is normal, and the
other is a SARS-CoV-2-infected patient.+is study also used
a transfer learning method, which can perform with inad-
equate data by using ImageNet data, and it is also efficient in
training time. Figure 5 shows the symmetric system ar-
chitecture of the transfer learning technique.

As shown in Figure 5, the system architecture has four
main parts. +e first part is the CXR images, and the second
part involved loading a pretrained model. In the second part,
three pretrained models are loaded. In the third part, the

loaded pretrained models were modified with the following
layers, as shown in Figure 5. Finally, the output part is where
the result will be published as COVID-19-infected and
normal patients.

MobileNetV2 improves the cutting-edge performance of
versatile models on numerous assignments and seat stamps
across a range of model sizes. In every line of MobileNetV2,
it works as a sequence of n repeated layers [23]. Depthwise
separable is used in MobileNet, which factorizes the normal
form into depthwise convolution. +is implies a depth of
1× 1, which is also known as a pointwise convolution [24].
InceptionV3 is another pretrained model that was used. It
normally has a maximum number of pooling layers. VGG16
is also quite helpful because it can extract features at low
levels with the help of a small kernel. For CXR images, a
small-sized kernel can efficiently extract the features [25].
Because of the insufficient dataset, this study used VGG16
with appropriate layer addition for the final result [26].

3. Result and Analysis

After training the model with the train generator, validation
generator, step per epoch� 8, and 10 epochs, our model
provided 92% accuracy and 98% validation accuracy in the
10th epoch of our model. In the first few epochs, the ac-
curacy of the training was quite low, starting at 55%, and
after the 10th epoch, it changed to 92%. +e validation
accuracy started at 93% and ended at 0.9844 after the 10th
epoch. VGG16 has a train accuracy of 98% and validation
accuracy of 98%, where the loss of train was 4% and 6% of
the validation loss. In ResNet50, this research found 88%
training accuracy and 91% validation accuracy. +e research
found a 29% loss in training and 21% in validation loss. +e
histories of the accuracy and loss of the four models are
given in Table 1.

3.1. Model Accuracy. From the plot of accuracy history, it
can be observed that the train accuracy increased rapidly
after every epoch. In the first epoch, the accuracy was 77%,
and after every epoch, it increased. +e validation accuracy
of the model was 94% and also increased until the last epoch.
From the plot of the model accuracy, it can be observed that
an increasing line has been drawn for the training accuracy,
and for test accuracy, a line which is around the region of
94%–98% accuracy all the time during the epoch.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the model accuracy and model
loss, respectively.

From the plot of the model loss, it can be assumed that
both the lines of training loss and test loss have decreased
gradually. After the first epoch, the train loss was 45%, and
after 10 epochs, it reached 7%. +e validation loss was 16%,
and after 10 epochs, it reached 9%. Figure 6 shows a plot of
the model loss.

3.2. Pretrained Model Accuracy and Loss. In transfer
learning, based on pretrained models, MobileNetV2 and the
modified head model provided even smoother predictions.
In the first epoch, the accuracy was 72%, and the validation
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accuracy was 96%. After the 8th epoch, the accuracy in-
creased to 98% of the training accuracy and 97% of the
validation accuracy. From Figure 7, MobileNetV2 has
smoother predictions. Early epochs of VGG16 did not
provide satisfactory results. It had a higher margin of
training loss. After some epochs, the training loss decreased,
and the accuracy increased.

From Figure 8, the pretrained architecture of VGG16
shows that it has more training loss than MobileNetV2 in a
few epochs, and after some epochs, it is similar to the result

given in the last few epochs. +e accuracy of VGG16 is the
same as in the last epoch, as in MobileNetV2. However,
MobileNetV2 provided better results from the start of the
training. It can be observed from the graph in Figure 9 that
ResNet50 resulted in a large loss in the first few epochs and
completed its epoch with a large training loss. Compared
with other architectures presented in this study, it had a
higher training loss and accuracy of 88%.

As shown in Figure 10, InceptionV3 also provided
smooth training results.+e accuracy was good compared to

Table 1: Histories of the accuracy and loss of the four models.

Model Accuracy (%) Validation accuracy (%) Loss (%) Validation loss (%)
Custom CNN 97 97 6 8
Modified MobileNetV2 98 97 5 6
VGG16 98 98 4 6
ResNet50 88 91 29 21
InceptionV3 98 98 5 5
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others, and the training loss was less from the beginning.
After a few epochs, it achieved higher accuracy and less
training loss. It seems that it has properties similar to those
of MobileNetV2. Among these architectures, MobileNetvV2
and InceptionV3 provided better results compared with
others in accuracy and training loss. After testing the model,
COVID-19 and normal CXRs were also detected correctly.

3.3. Confusion Matrix. +e systems plotted confusion ma-
trix, with columns representing real values and rows rep-
resenting the predicted values. In a classification model, the
summary of the prediction results is known as the confusion
matrix. In the confusion matrix, correct and incorrect
predictions are summed and split down by class, and for
n × n matrices FP, FN, TP, and TN are calculated using the
following equations [27]:

TPi � aii, (3)

FPi � 
n

j�1,j≠i
aji, (4)

FNi � 
n

j�1,j≠i
aij, (5)

TNi � 
n

j�1,j≠ i



n

k�1,k≠i
ajk. (6)

Figure 11 shows the confusion matrix.
+ree terms are important in error analysis. +ese are

predictions, data, and features. Prediction-based error
analysis can be performed using a confusion matrix, where it
can be visualised by the percentage of true positives, true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives. Data size and
nature are also important for the error analysis. Splitting the
data accordingly for making trains and tests is also con-
siderable for error analysis because the training and test sets
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may affect the result on a large scale. Features play a vital role
in error analysis. Feature engineering and regularisation
were also performed to reduce errors.

3.4. Model Evaluation. +e performance analysis of the
models is evaluated based on accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1-score. +e performance of the proposed model was
assessed using the terms true positive (TP), false positive
(FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN). +e rate of
properly detecting the affected photographs from all images
is referred to as recall, also called sensitivity. Precision is the
opposite of recall. +e F1-score is a combined measure of
precision and recall, which shows how often the predicted
value is accurate. It is also known as the harmonic mean of p

and r in mathematics. +ese equations are given below.
Matrixes can be used to evaluate a system’s performance,

and after the development of the model, its performance.
Accuracy is a measure of how well a model or system works
(i.e., the number of times the model correctly predicted the
actual outcome) and should be calculated.+emathematical
formulas for determining the accuracy are expressed in the
following equations [28]:

accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
, (7)

accuracy �
correct predictions

total number of examples
. (8)

+e rate of successfully detecting the real value from a set
of all values is recognised as recall, also called sensitivity.
Recall can be determined using the following expression
[29]:

recall �
TP

TP + FN
. (9)

+e number of correct identifications is referred to as
precision. +e number of times the model’s positive forecast
was right can be calculated, and this is more related to the
with the model’s positive identification, using the following
mathematical formula:

precision �
TP

TP + FP
. (10)

For both recall and precision, a single matrix can be used
to summarize the classifier’s performance, and the F1-score
is a single matrix that characterizes precision and recall. It is
also known as a harmonic means of precision and recall in
other mathematical words. +e F1-score is calculated using
the following equation:

F1 − score �
2pr

p + r
. (11)

In equations (3) and (4), TP stands for true positive, FP
for false positive, and FN for false negative. +e letters p and
r in equation (10) represent precision and recall, respectively.
Model evaluation of precision, recall, and F1-score of our
custom CNN model, MobileNetV2, VGG16, and Incep-
tionV3 is given in Table 2. It shows that InceptionV3 and
MobileNetV2 have higher precision, recall, and F1-score
values than the other models. InceptionV3 performs ex-
ceptionally well among other models, and its accuracy also
yielded higher results, which are shown in Table 1.

3.5. Model Test. +is study also included real testing by
providing CXR images as input to the model. When the
model is ready, a file is created with an hdf5 extension, which
is the actual model that has been created. For this study, four
hdf5 files were created for four different types of models.
Subsequently, a new notebook file was created as an ipynb
extension for the test. Four models were included in the test
file, and individual CXR images were provided as input. In
Figure 12, the result of the test shows the prediction of
whether it is a CXR image of a COVID-19 patient.

In Figure 12, SARS-CoV-2-affected CXR image was
provided as an input to the model.+en, the model provided
its output, wherein the given CXR image was a COVID-19
patient (i.e., coronavirus infected).

After this test, another CXR image was provided as an
input to the model, and the image was normal. Figure 13
shows the results of the normal CXR image.

Figure 13 shows a normal output, and this image was of a
normal person, and the model successfully predicted the
condition of the patient. Not only were these two tests
performed for that study, but all of the models were tested.
All models passed the test with actual results.

3.6.Model Comparison. +e pretrained models of this study
(i.e., VGG16, InceptionV3, and MobileNetv2) were com-
pared with some previous models. Compared with the
models in the referenced studies, InceptionV3, Mobile-
NetV2, and VGG16 in this study provided better results,
accuracy, and efficiency. In the pretrained models, the ac-
curacy increased to a significant level. Compared with those
in previous studies [6, 7], the proposed custom CNN has
provided better accuracy, precision, and recall. Table 3 shows
the comparison of different models and for different
datasets.
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In Table 3, all of the models have given excellent accuracy
except ResNet50. In Table 3, the study ResNet50 in [16]
achieved higher accuracy than that in this study. From these
pretrained models, InceptionV3 and MobileNetV2 have
provided smooth results from the beginning and have

almost the highest accuracy among the other studies.
Compared with other articles, InceptionV3 and Mobile-
NetV2 have provided smooth accuracy per epoch, which can
be observed in this study. VGG16 also provided 98% ac-
curacy, and the referenced article achieved an accuracy of
95.9%. +e referenced articles of InceptionV3 and Mobi-
leNetV2 achieved 95% and 97.4% accuracy, respectively.
However, this study found 98% and 98% accuracy in
InceptionV3 and MobileNetV2, respectively. Regarding the
precision, recall, and F1-scores, InceptionV3 clearly per-
forms best among these pretrained and custom models.

4. Conclusion

In this study, CNN models were presented, namely, a full
custom CNN, pretrained MobileNetV2, VGG16, and
InceptionV3, which are modified in the final layers. +e
models used in this study obtained almost the same accu-
racy. +e dataset contains 2542 SARS-CoV-2-affected and
normal CXR images. +e accuracy of the pretrained model
was 98%, whereas that of the customized CNN model was
97%. Further work will be performed on a larger dataset and
with other pretrained models. +ese models obtained ex-
cellent results in the dataset. MobileNetV2 and VGG16
performed well on these datasets. Classification and feature
extraction performed well, and the model checks provided
the correct results. +ese models can detect SARS-CoV-2
using a simple CXR image in the shortest possible time.
X-ray technology is currently available and is cost friendly.
+us, it can be a quite efficient method for detecting
COVID-19-affected patients. To test and trace the virus, this
method way is quick and has no risk of waiting to test for
COVID-19 and spreading the virus during that time.

+is innovation will greatly change the medical sector.
Using this technique, COVID-19 patients can be quickly
identified, which may contribute to addressing the current
pandemic situation. Chest radiography is comparably safe
for obtaining a sample than from the nose of a patient. In the
future, this type of technique will help diagnosis. Several
deep learning techniques can be used to optimise the pa-
rameters to create a robust model, which can help mankind.
+e metaheuristic-based deep COVID-19 model could also
be a good technique to be explored in the future [30]. Some
more transfer learning-based models can be added in further
development to compare the accuracy and optimisation of
parameters [31], as well as a large dataset of normal and
COVID-19 patients.+e results can be observed by changing
the ratio of training and testing data, and further
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Figure 13: Screenshot of normal image result.

Table 3: Result comparison.

Reference Model name Accuracy (%) Accuracy in this
study (%)

In study [10] InceptionV3 95 98
In study [14] VGG16 95.9 98
In study [15] MobileNetV2 97.4 98
In study [16] ResNet50 92.5 88
In study [6] Custom CNN 93 97
In study [7] Custom CNN 94.5 97

Table 2: Model evaluation.

Model State Precision Recall F1-score
Custom CNN COVID-19 1.00 0.94 0.97
Custom CNN Normal 0.95 1.00 0.97
MobileNetV2 COVID-19 0.99 0.96 0.98
MobileNetV2 Normal 0.97 0.99 0.98
VGG16 COVID-19 1.00 0.95 0.97
VGG16 Normal 0.96 1.00 0.98
InceptionV3 COVID-19 1.00 0.98 0.99
InceptionV3 Normal 0.98 1.00 0.99
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Figure 12: Screenshot of affected image result.
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comparative analysis can be performed. Analysing risk and
survival would be an effective study for further development
[32]. In the current scenario, as the volume of patients is
quite high, deep learning-based COVID-19 detection sys-
tems can be helpful. For more accurate results, different
types of CNN architectures were introduced. +is tech-
nology will inspire future generations to address this un-
wanted situation. In the future, a large number of SARS-
CoV-2-affected patients’ CXR images can be included in the
dataset and training, which can be used as an excellent
observation. Other networks of CNN models can be trained
to determine the accuracy values and compare them in the
context of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.
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